dBase Language Lawsuit Chronology
Esber was upset with the companies that cloned dBASE products, but was
always supportive of the third-party developers who he viewed as an important
part of the dBASE ecosystem. He did not believe nor support companies that
cloned dBASE and leveraged the millions of dollars his shareholders had paid to
market dBASE. Starting with minor actions, he eventually went to great lengths
to stop cloners with cease-and-desist letters and threats of legal action. At one
industry conference he even stood up and threatened to sue anyone who made
a dBASE clone, shouting "Make my day!". This sparked great debates about the
ownership of computer languages and chants of "innovation not litigation".
Ultimately, in order to protect the Ashton-Tate shareholders multi-hundred
million dollar investment in the development, marketing and sales of dBase, the
Ashton-Tate Board of directors directed the CEO to file a lawsuit against clone
dBase maker FoxPro.

The dBase community reacted negatively, many amicus briefs were filed in
support of FoxPro-some from people who clearly had a vested interest in the
outcome. Chants of “Innovation not Litigation” were seen everywhere. Many
times these chants come from those who are the pirates of technology or the
violaters.
The courts were wrestling with the issues of copyrighting software and were
clearly not informed enough in emerging technologies. Complicating this issue
on this case, the Judge delegated the ruling to his court clerks who might have
been overly influenced by the loud voices of the Fox supporters. He ultimately
ruled against Ashton-Tate.

Considerable damage was done to Ashton-Tate with the ruling. Although the
Fox supporters won, they continued to mount opposition voices against the
company.
Subsequently, upon reviewing the case, the judge reversed the ruling and
validated Ashton-Tate’s copyright claims to its flagship dBase software. Too
little too late—the damage was done. The reversal, unlike the uproar against
the lawsuit, received very little publicity.

Esber and Phillip Kahn were discussing merging Ashton-Tate and Borland. The
first attempt failed as the board and Esber were feuding about the future of the
company. After Esber was kicked upstairs to chairmen and ultimately left the
company, the board revived the deal. The gave themselves $250,000 each and
did the deal at a price considerably lower than Esber/Kahn had originally
discussed.
The US Government saw an opportunity to insert itself in the copyright case.
During the government’s approval process for the Borland/Ashton Tate merger,
the justice department required Borland to formally give up the ownership
rights to dBase. This led ultimately to Microsoft being able to buy Fox Software.

